D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd is one of the leading provider of all-inclusive services in Brunei
Darussalam. Covering a huge array of marketable services, D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd prides itself
in their array of tools in tackling problems for their clients. By bringing concepts to life,
D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd strives to be a one-stop destination for creative solutions to all that walk
through their doors.

Delivering Dynamic Diversification.
At D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd, we aim to be the country’s most coveted
agency for all-inclusive services based on our ability to provide
solutions that showcases a combination of creativity and
superior quality.

To achieve our vision, D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd practices the concept of
3 Ds - Delivering Dynamic Diversification. In this, we deliver
excellent products and services by personally catering our
approach to our clients and also fostering a creative inducing
environment.

Jackson Ting co-owns
Benley Advertising Co.

Benley Advertising Co.
officially became Sunlit
Advertising Sdn. Bhd.

Sunlit relocated to a larger
premise - Lot 42, Beribi
Industrial Estate.
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OUR VALUES
As a company, we have several values that are ingrained in our ideology and identity.
Each value represents a core aspect to our approach and undertaking.

PASSION
It begins with the desire to deliver that motivates us to meet the needs of our customers
and corporate clients. Our belief to strive for excellence is the match that ignites the
passion found in the heart of our service.

CARE
As a service provider, empathy and understanding are key ingredients to
working with our customer and clients. We recognize the need to understand
their standpoint and drive to better serve them with quality products. Our
consideration and care for our clients and customer’s goal are the key to our
delivery.

COMMITMENT
With every project taken up, we aim to provide an overall service that delivers our
best in terms of skills and effort. It is our commitment to achieve customer
satisfaction and also deliver quality products assured by our system.

DETERMINATION
Along with other corporate values, it is our responsibility to see the end-product. As firm
believers of quality delivery, we believe in sticking by through a project and to complete its
delivery from start to finish. Our determination is the driving force of our work.

PROFESSIONALISM
As a company, we pride ourselves not just in the delivery of our product, but also in
how we deliver it. We strive in delivering our brand of products with a polished
standard of service within a timely manner. Professionalism is the standpoint of our
service.

PROGRESS
As our database of clients grow, and time have passed, so has our company. This is
because with every undertaking, we learn and pick up on more skillsets that our clients
have requested or need. As such, our motivation for progress is also the landmark of
our future.

The D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd logo has become a representation of the company’s value that are ingrained in its undertakings.
Aligned with the name of the company, the primary colours of the company consist of 6 different shades of orange and
yellow, representing the sun and sunlight.

Arranged with the degree of intensity, the hues resembles the flows of sunlight, as it grows from the source to provide
positive energy and life to all that it touches. This ideology is reflected with D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd’s approach to several
aspects of its operation, where it balances in maintaining a good relationship with clients, while aiding the development
of the local economy and also contributing to the community.

In our logo, we have incorporated the several hues to formulate a shape that resembles a ‘D’. In order to capture our
progressive attitude, two subtle arrows are placed in the logo. This represents the belief that D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd has as
a company, where it has recognized its past roles in order to shape its future, as experience will play a major part in
paving any success.

Overall, the logo not only formulates a ‘D’ shape with orange hues, but also forms a subtle ‘S’ which represents the
trademarks of D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd. This logo embodies the positive attributes and ideology that D’Sunit Sdn Bhd
strives for.

Just as the sun and sunlight represents life, D’Sunlit Sdn
Bhd aspires to nurture a good relationship between the
company and clients, but also the relationships between
the people within the company. This belief of growth is
mirrored by the growing quality found in the work
produced by the company, where effort is made to
encourage our progress as a service company.
D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd has built a reputation based on not only
for the quality products, but also its speed of delivering its
products and services. This recognition is not only an
honour for D’Sunlit Sdn Bhd, but it has also become a
standard to uphold.

EXHIBIT DISPLAYS & VISUAL RENTALS
Exhibition Booths and Pavilion
Exhibit Paraphernalia
Arches and Event Platforms
Functional Tents
Furniture Items
Audio and Visual Rental

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
Concept/Design Consultation
Industrial Design
Interior Design
Construction Work
Renovation Work
Architectural Spatial Scale Modeling
Furniture and Facility Selections

SIGNAGES
Indoor/Outdoor Signage
Large Format Printing
Unipole Signs
Flipboard
Prisma Billboards

PRINT ADVERTISING

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

EVENT MANAGEMENT

Posters
Brochures and Flyers
View Books and Catalogues
Invitation/Greeting Cards
Newsletters Broadsheets
Magazine Ads
Postcards
Public Transports
Company Services Vehicles
Rowing Digitals

LED/LCD Banners
Digital Signages Solutions
Web Banners
Social Media Network Advertising
Online Posts and Subscription

Event Decoration
Event Conceptualization
Event Planning
Event Coordination
Event Execution
Event Reporting
Budget Management and Cost Analysis
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